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Endotracheal Tube Holders 
 

Adjustable Adult ETT holders (D = 10/box) 
p/n 340 
 

The 340 is Marpac’s newest options for ET 
tube holder. The combination of hydrocolloid 
and soft foam allows fast placement and 
provides safety for the patient.  
Simply, wrap the belt around the ET tube, pull 
tight, and close the buckle. A secondary 
locking feature assures the buckle stays 
closed. When you want to reposition the tube 
laterally, simply press the button on the 
sliding tab and pick one of the five locking 
positions. Small package size utilizes space 
efficiently.   

 
 
 
 
 
p/n 320 and p/n 321  
 

The 320 is Marpac’s options for the most skin 
friendly choice for ET tube securement. 
Originally developed for burn patients, this 
device can be easily removed to review skin 
condition and then placed back on the 
patient. The ET tube is easily repositioned 
laterally with the sliding tab. When properly 
placed on the patient, the head strap 
provides lift to keep the tube, device, and 
ventilator circuit in the correct position. Small 
package size utilizes space efficiently. The 
321 includes longer head and neck straps. 
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Adhesive ETT tapes  (D = 25/box + B = 100/box) 
p/n 301 Adult, Silk, Latex-Free 
p/n 302 Adult, Cloth, LATEX 
p/n 306 Adult, Cloth, Latex-Free 
p/n 305 Pediatric, Cloth, Latex-Free 
 

Marpac’s ET tube adhesive tapes provide multiple 
options for you to choose. The pre-packaged tape 
is convenient for crash carts, ICU stock and 
emergency departments. Various fabrics and with 
and without latex are available. All adhesive 
surfaces have a release liner to prevent sticking to 
anything until you are ready to apply. Pre-scored 
sections allow correct tearing to size for each 
patient. Very small package size utilizes hospital 
storage efficiently, and good for mobile or air 
transport services.  

 
 
 
 
p/n 308 (D = 25/bag) 

 
Marpac’s Neo/Ped pre-packaged ET tube adhesive 
tape has taken a good idea and made it better. 
The series comes in three sizes and is individually 
packaged to reduce cross contamination issues. 
Paper release liner on each section of the product 
allows just the relevant portion of adhesive to be 
exposed. With two layers of material in high stress 
areas, and latex-free, safety is a top priority. 
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Tracheostomy Tube Holders 
 

One-Piece Holders  (D = 25/box + B = 100/box) 
p/n 100 Pediatric, hook & twill   p/n 106 Neonatal, twill tie 
p/n 101 Adult, M, hook & twill   p/n 107 Pediatric, twill tie  
p/n 102 Adult, L , hook & twill   p/n 108 Adult, twill tie 
 

   
Marpac’s One-Piece Trach Tube holders are made to fit most patients with comfortable twill 
easily passing through the flange and securing with either hook or tying (popular in the U.K.) 
 
 

Two-Piece Holders  (D = 10/box + B = 100/box) 
p/n 201 Adult (hook w/twill)   p/n 230, Adult Comfort Collar 
p/n 203, Pediatric     p/n 235, Pediatric Comfort Collar 
p/n 204, Adult      p/n 220 & 220S, Bariatric 
    

   
Marpac’s Two-Piece Trach Tube holders utilize secure hook closures and premium foam. Cut 
the foam to the perfect size. Comfort collars include integrated neoprene pads under the 
flange. 
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ET and Trach Tube Accessories   
 

NG tube to ET tube Holder 
p/n 910  (D = 10/bag)  

 
A tube holder like no other. Often, 
hospital staff connect the nasogastric 
tube to the endotracheal tube. When 
the nursing or respiratory staff want to 
move their “own” tube, often, there 
are concerns about the other. This 
simple device allows easy adjustment 
to one or both tubes and reattachment. 

 
 
 

 
 
Ventilator Anti-Disconnect Device 
p/n 900 Adult  (D = 10/bag + B = 100/bag) 
p/n 905 Pediatric 
 

Marpac’s simple design allows easy 
placement over the ventilator circuit 
and a secure attachment to all Marpac 
trach tube holders. The device will 
work with many other brand trach tube 
holders. This simple design also 
accommodates T-fittings with a 
superior wrap around grip.  
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Other Products 
 

Foley Catheter Holder 
p/n 400 
 

Our Foley Catheter holder will accept 
virtually all configurations. Providing a 
safe and comfortable wrap material 
around the leg and a secure mechanism 
to hold the catheter in place and 
prevent pulling. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
CPAP 
p/n 8-H3407 Halo Chin Strap 

 
Many competitors have tried to 
duplicate our patented Halo Chin strap. 
Fortunately, we chose a fabric for its 
special stretch and comfortable qualities 
along with manufacturing techniques 
that make it stand above all others. 
Built under Marpac’s Breathewear 
division, it easily adjusts to fit most 
everyone. Washable and reusable for 
sleep labs or for patients to use at home.  
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Contract Manufacturing and Custom Manufacturing 
 
Marpac was approached in 2000 for private labeling of medical products for a 
nationwide distributor. This type of work continues today. Helping with product 
requirements, packaging, bulk purchasing, warehousing, solid design with efficient 
manufacturing are services provided for these types of business relationships. 
 
Marpac began taking outside manufacturing work in 2008. Working with local, 
regional, and national companies, we help them develop their products for their 
own growth. 
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Company History 
 

Marpac was purchased in 1991 from DuPuy Medical in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. With 
DuPuy already manufacturing tracheostomy tube holders, the transfer of the Class 1 FDA 
medical manufacturer went smoothly. With three employees, the new owner was determined 
to establish a path of growth. Over the next few years, contracts were established with 
national distributors within the United States.  
 
Over the years, we have updated our machinery and capabilities to include: 
Sewing / Ultrasonic welding / Hot-Cold Cutting / CNC cutting / CNC sewing / Auto-Bagging. 
 
Using some of the same vendors for over 30 years allows Marpac to have good business   
relationships and rely on them for support as we grow together.  
 
Companies may try to differentiate themselves as, Better, Faster, Cheaper. 
Marpac is known worldwide for the highest quality materials and workmanship and on time 
delivery. Marpac tries to accommodate each client’s needs and strives for “Win-Win” 
relationships.  
 
Milestones 
2007, First international client 
2008, Marpac Custom Manufacturing division was created for a fabric bag production 
contract. 
2018, After starting as a contract manufacturer in 2013 for a client, Marpac acquired that 
client, Breathewear. 
2020, Marpac created Fill Line division to supply various gel, balm, and liquid products. 
2020, General Manager acquired majority ownership in company. 
 
Current sale regions: North America, South America, UK, Europe, Middle East, Asia 
 
Current Employees: 50+ 
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